NOTES

1. Reinforcing straps are to be forged from 119 lb. Switch point reinforcing bar material.

2. Reinforcing straps shall conform to current A.R.E.A. "Specifications for Rail and Rail Fittings" for Mid Steel.

3. This strap may be used on 132 lb. R.E. rail only when rail has standard drilled (19") gage, 200 lbs. and 300 lbs. hole. For other drilled, see C.R. Plan 17202-1 (mid steel). See C.R. Plan 71201-A for 132 lb. rail.

4. Reinforcing strap to be used when 152 lb. P.S. rail has the same drilling as the 155 lbs. P.S. rail. (See above base rail S.D. denotes "Same Drilling as 155 P.S." to be stamped on strap as shown above.)